Oberlin College - Class of 2001
10th Cluster Reunion Photo
May 2010

(from left to right)

Row 1
Nicolas "Nick" Dosman
Jane Mitchell
Jeremy Naidus
Jennifer "Jenni" Spitalnik
Cora Impenna
Ellen "Len" Montgomery
Sarah Myers Karlson

Row 2
Jessica "Jess" Rossi
Nicole Zvosecz
José Meléndez
Maria "Victoria" Albina
Megan LePere-Schloep Miller
Danielle Tyler
Leah Whitesel
Areca Treon Roe

Row 3
Daniel "Dan" Carmichael
Bálint Gergely
Florian "Flo" Gerhardt
Thomas Doggett
Andrew "Andy" Karlson
Rachel Anderson